by cleaning, repainting, or applying cover
strips; replacement is only required if it
has significant damage or the function
of the ceiling has changed.
Before undertaking any substantive
modifications to the ceiling, it is advisable
to verify that the suspension system is
adequate for the proposed work. For
instance, when the authors looked above
the suspended ceiling of an office they
had rented, they discovered abandoned
ductwork had been lowered and was
dangerously resting on the grid. In
another violation of safety requirements,
heavy fluorescent troffers had not been
secured independently to the structure
above and were imposing load on the grid.
Grids are commonly made of light
gage steel, but may also be aluminum,
plastic, or pultruded fiberglass.
Assuming the suspension system was
installed properly to begin with, it
should provide years of serviceability
under normal conditions. Heavy use,
misuse, or abuse can induce sagging or
misalignment of tees, or damage to the
suspension wires supporting the grid.
Suspension systems are particularly apt
to be damaged during above-ceiling
work, by impact from moving objects,
and though improper use of the grid
to support items beneath the ceiling.
The grid's appearance can be less
enduring. Painted coatings are prone
to fade or yellow. Steel T-bar can rust,
despite a thin galvanized coating,
especially if it has been scratched
through to the underlying steel or
is located in a humid or chemically
aggressive environment. Grid may also
get stained or discolored by indoor
air contamination, ordinary dust and
grime, sprayed particles, splashed liquids,
airborne grease, smoke, and handling
with dirty hands. Grid that no longer
matches the color adjacent ceiling
panels can draw attention to the
deteriorated appearance of a ceiling.
The appearance will be particularly
jarring if dirty grid is juxtaposed
against new panels.
www.constructionspecifier.com

Cleaning the grid
In many cases, simple cleaning may be all
that is required. Prior to cleaning the grid,
adjacent ceiling panels, wall finishes, and
anything beneath the ceiling may have to
be protected, depending on the messiness
of the cleaning procedure and how
damage-resistant the adjacent materials are.
Lightly attached dust or dirt may be
wiped or vacuumed off. Soiling that is

stuck to the surface requires washing.
Common household or janitorial
cleaning products will usually do the
job; always test in an inconspicuous
location on grid before applying any
cleanser broadly.
If ceiling panels are in-situ then,
consideration must also be given to how
the proposed cleaning technique will affect
panels. Some types of ceiling panels
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THE MINERAL FIBER HABIT

Mineral Fiber
Ceiling

Ceilume
Ceiling

Breaks easily.

Strong and robust.

Stains and holds dirt.

Impervious and washable.

Sags and mildews.

Unaffected by moisture.

Releases silica fibers.

Fiber, dust, and itch free.

Difficult to install.

Lightweight and flexible.

Prone to ugly-out.

Long-lasting beauty.

[geilume

We have the tests to prove it. ceilume.com/pro
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